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giving BACK
                             Thompson Cottage

“It makes me tear up. I never thought that 
I could bless somebody like this.”
Once a month, on the second Sunday of  every 
month, you’ll find all of  Thompson Cottage in a 
flurry of  animation. Lasagna, biscuits and gravy, 
mexican food, the menu changes each month, but 
the schedule is the same. As soon as they get home 
from church and eat lunch, the activity starts – all of  
the girls cooking their hearts out until about 6 when 
it’s time to head to Ellwood Park to serve food to the 
homeless and needy. After serving, they head to 
Market Street for a quick meal, then back to the 
house to clean up the inevitable leftover mess. 

It’s a full day in many ways: full of  activity, full of  
family together time, full of  service, and most of  all, 
full of  lessons and blessings.

“The first time I went, I wasn’t looking 
forward to it. It was hard work, all the 
cooking. And I thought it would be weird. 
Now I really, really look forward to it. I love 
feeding the people that come, and I love 
making their day.”

Several years ago, we reached the point in our organization where we were achieving the 
goals of  our mission statement, “providing christ-centered programs for at-risk youth,” 
but we saw there still was much to be done beyond what we were accomplishing. We 
came to the decision to ask more from ourselves. We believed we could participate with 
God in redeeming lives and families, so we rewrote our mission statement to reflect that 
higher calling. 

Our staff  has risen to the challenge to not simply care for kids, but to help restore a 
child’s identity and reveal a child’s value. Organization-wide, the focus of  our adults has 
been transformed. Each person knows the mission of  The Children’s Home, and we act 
with intentionality to accomplish that mission. The renewed mindset has happened so 
quickly and with such force, we have seen amazing things happen.

The stories we have for you to read in this issue are occurring because the entire campus 
of  The Children’s Home, not only the staff, has embraced the new mission statement and 
is living it. Amazingly, the kids know the mission statment and have grasped onto it for 
themselves. You’ll read about Christine who, because she has come to realize her value, 
has come to realize she can have a different future than she ever imagined – she doesn’t 
have to walk the same path her family trod before her. There is Robert, who no longer 
believes he is stupid, but knows he is unique, valuable and gifted. 

You’ll read how we seek out opportunities for our kids to grow in their own particular 
bent – to discover and explore interests and talents. You’ll read how our kids are not just 
about themselves, but are making the community a better place through acts of  service 
and kindness and by joining in to help restore the identity of  others.

We hope you walk away from this issue excited about the powerful things going on at The 
Children’s Home but also inspired to take part in restoring the identity and value of  those 
around you. This work isn’t limited to The Children’s Home, and opportunities abound.

           MAY GOD CONTINUE TO BLESS YOU
                                     just as you have so richly blessed The Children’s Home,
                        The Children’s Home Staff 
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FROM the EDITOR

                                  to Gunnar Widowski for the beautiful photography throughout this issue. THANK YOU!
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RO OT S  and W I N G S  WA S  C H O S E N  A S  T H E  N A M E  O F  T H I S  P U B L I C AT I O N  because we have a deep    desire to give both of these to each child who comes to us:
                                                     RO OT S  to nourish and establish them, to ground them in who God says they are and to give   them room to grow with a place and people who embody home; 
                                      W I N G S  that they may soar beyond whatever hinders them and achieve much more than they   have planned for themselves. 

WHO we ARE

we BELIEVE

we RISK

we F IGHT

we EXPLORE

we DO

Q&A with Zachry Group
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I M P O RTA N T  S T U F F  W E  WA N T  YO U  TO  K N OWTHE CHILDREN ’S  HOME B E G A N  O U T  O F  A  S I N G L E  DECISIVE  M O M E N T. 
In 1923, Dr. R. Thomsen, minister for what is today’s First Presbyterian Church, and some friends, including civic leaders Guy C. 
Saunders and Allen Early, Sr., were meeting for coffee when they saw three children standing outside, crying. The children were 
orphaned, hungry and in need of clean clothing. At this critical point, these men chose to act: to feed and clothe the children and find 
them proper care. As a result of the events on that fateful day, The Children’s Home officially opened in March, 1924.

Today, The Children’s Home primarily serves children in 
the foster care and juvenile systems. As with all kids, these 
young people spill over what has been poured into them. 
Hurt, anger, lies, rejection, insecurity and abuse have been 
their reality. The ugliness that they believe to be truth 
shapes their world-view and results in a fierce spirit of  
self-preservation. Mere survival has required every ounce 
of  their energy, and they have no idea how to live any 
other way. 

Immediately upon their arrival, it is our challenge to begin 
instilling in each child safety, home, family, security, value 
and worth. Our ultimate goal is to restore each child’s 
God-given identity – to help them become all that they 
were created to be. As truth overcomes lies, children begin 
to realize their own worth and, in turn, the value of  
others. Over time, out of  the overflow of  their hearts, they 
are able to become a blessing to the world around them. 

WE’RE SOCIAL!
Keep up with the latest at The Children’s Home – follow us on Facebook. 
We’ll be posting ways to get involved this summer, events we’d love for you to 
attend and updates to Darrin’s blog. Stay informed!   

DAYS OF SERVICE
Each summer we schedule projects for our kids to give back and be a 
blessing to others in the community. Our local missions days this summer 
will be July 19-21 – a great time for our friends and volunteers to come 
alongside and support the kids as they give of  themselves. Opportunities 
range from organizing and preparing food for the kids to getting your hands 
dirty alongside us. Contact Arnie Padilla at (806) 352-5771 for more 
information on getting involved.

SUMMER, SUMMER, SUMMER TIME  
Summer, our most impactful time with our kids, is upon us! That means we 
work to be intentional with this time together. Here’s a taste of  what we 
have planned:
 • STIR – a Wednesday night meal and youth service
 • Family Camp – 4 days with all of  our homes at El Porvenir Camp
 • Parents’ Day Out – a time to give our houseparents a break and our 
  kids a day of  fun together
 • Local Missions – a chance to give back to our community
 • KAA Camp – a dynamic camp in southwest Missouri geared toward 
  growth for our kids
 • Community Family Event – a time for your family to come together 
  with ours for fun and fellowship
 • Annual Back-to-School Bash – a day of  fun together marking the end 
  of  summer 
We appreciate your prayer that these activities will be effective to bring 
about great things for our kids and our campus.

From the beginning, The Children’s Home has been a 
product of  the Panhandle community. Throughout our 92 
years, you the community have poured in your time, heart, 
gifts and funds. We’ve taken those blessings and battled for 
our children – giving them much more than food and 
shelter. The love, structure, sense of  belonging and training 
kids receive here allow them to give back to the commu-
nity: now as they become leaders in their areas of  
influence, and in the future as they form their own families.

Generations have already reaped what was sown when 
The Children’s Home was opened, and the face of  the 
Panhandle has been changed for the better. But there is 
more to be done – future generations hold the potential to 
be blessed through each child that comes to us. We are 
grateful, as we look to the future, that we can trust the 
Amarillo community and the Panhandle to make the next 
92 years count.
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WHO we ARE INFORMATION
 and ANNOUNCEMENTS
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Robert* had always known he was dyslexic. “Words on a page didn’t make sense to me – like they were foreign letters.” His 
father was dyslexic, and Robert remembered being tested when he was younger, but, in switching schools, he along with 
his paperwork had fallen through the cracks. “I just filled things in... I would pick out words then try to infer the rest. I 
never asked for help. I knew I needed it, but I felt embarrassed.”

During a meeting at The Children’s Home last summer, Robert was asked to read aloud. He refused. Barbara Howard, 
Aftercare Coordinator, who was leading the meeting, visited with Robert afterward and the depth of  his disability came to 
light. Barbara enlisted the help of  board member Janet Laughter, who jumped in without hesitation.

Janet, a former principal, knew of  a program she believed would work for Robert, but it would require quite a commit-
ment from both of  them – 45 minutes a day for 146 lessons. Robert was hesitant at first, but, “then Janet told me she could 
help me be able to read... that got me inspired.”

Although we didn’t know it at the time, Robert had been tested in high school, and it was confirmed he was severely 
dyslexic. “Severe dyslexia... severe... that crushed me. I thought there was something wrong with me. It made me feel 
depressed.” Robert saw limited options. He figured he’d drop out of  school as a junior, get his GED and “just work.”

Janet and the Simonsons, Robert’s houseparents, did not accept that prognosis for Robert. “Janet completely flipped my 
point of  view around. She told me I’m not stupid. She showed me it’s genetic – it’s just something I have to work on. She 
gave me the confidence to say, ‘I have this disability, but I can over come it.’ She helps me realize my strengths and work 
on my weaknesses. Jara and Michael (Simonson) have played a big part as well – they really encourage me and help me 
where they can.”

Robert is not only learning to read – in less than a year he has gone from planning to not graduate to being interested in 
several different colleges. He’s transformed from being embarrassed to ask for help to advocating for himself  with teachers 
and with potential college admissions officers.

Thank you to Janet and all those who, like her, believe in our kids and speak into them, restoring their belief  in themselves.

I’m not worr ying what ever yone else thinks anymore... It’s still kind of embarrassing... 

but I believe my future is valuable and worth fighting for.

THE CHILDREN ’S  HOME        myrootsand wings.org

TO  R E S TO R E  the identity of children so they can realize their great value and be a blessing to others  
      - THE CHILDREN ’S  HOME  mission statement06p.

WE BELIEVE

* name has been changed
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to restore T H E  I D E N T I T Y of children so they can realize their great value and be a blessing to others  
                 - The Children’s Home mission statement

* name has been changed

One of  our passions at The Children’s Home is to seek out what our kids are 
good at and excited about then to help them explore those things. When our 
kids come to us, they have a limited world-view. We want to expose them to a 
larger world – to all the possibilities available to them – and we don’t want to 
restrict them to what we can do on campus.
 
Our mindset is one of  risk. It takes risk to learn new things and develop new 
skills. It takes risk to discover what you have to offer the world, what is impor-
tant to you and what it takes to succeed. It’s easy to want to surround our kids 
with victories and protect them from the sting of  failure, but we believe kids 
learn things in failure that are vital to their future success. They learn deeper 
characteristics when they risk in a safe situation – one where they are 
surrounded by unconditional love and people who are willing to help them 
grow. Through risk we can teach skills they’ll need at 40 but are so much easier 
to learn at 14 when we’re there to pick them up, dust them off  and work 
through it with them.

We want our kids involved in things they can work towards and are excited 
about – activities that are uniquely theirs. Currently, 26 out of  our 40 kids are 
involved off-campus extra-curricularly – every single one of  our upper and 
middle school students. Fifteen of  our kids have jobs, nine are in sports, four are 
taking special interest classes and one has an internship. 

Opportunities off-campus allow our kids to discover what they’re capable of, 
help them prove themselves and earn trust while learning to be trustworthy. We 
are thankful for these vital opportunities that have been provided and continue 
to be offered to our talented and promising kids. 

THE CHILDREN ’S  HOME        myrootsand wings.org

WE RISK

Dante
*
 taught himself  to do backflips watching YouTube. Then he taught himself  a side-flip... a standing backflip... a handspring. He’s a natural 

no-doubt, very suited to gymnastics. His siblings are all athletic, but tumbling is his thing, his passion, what sets him apart. When Amarillo College 

offered summer scholarships for our kids to take classes, we jumped at the chance to get Dante into gymnastics. He excelled, and AC extended his 

scholarship. These classes have played a huge role - spurring Dante to grow in areas far beyond athletic skill and to gain confidence in who he is. 

Thank you Amarillo College for granting Dante his place in the sun.

* name has been changed



WE FIGHT
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We have nine young people at The Children’s Home who will be seniors next year: nine kids that we’re excited to walk 
with through graduation and continue to be family afterwards. Regardless of  how equipped they are when they come 
to us or how long we get to be a part of  their lives, we want them to have the tools they need to be successful when they 
leave, and we want to continue to be there for them when they need us.

James* is one of  our older teens. A lifetime of  living in an unhealthy family situation culminated early last fall in a 
decision to leave his home permanently at age 17. After a time of  living on the streets, someone at the Salvation Army 
connected James to CPS, who found a short-term place for him at Catholic Charities Emergency Youth Shelter. While 
there, James began classes required by CPS for teens and made friends with kids from The Children’s Home. “They told 
me it was a great place to live – that the people here really care about you and help you out, it’s not just a job for them.” 

James decided The Children’s Home was the place for him. His caseworker agreed, but it seemed to James to be taking 
too long to happen. “I was getting impatient. I didn’t want to have to leave Amarillo and start over again.”

He decided to take matters into his own hands. James began calling The Children’s Home posing as a caseworker asking 
for a placement meeting for a teen. When his scheme was discovered there were some after-effects, but he did get his 
placement meeting, and now he is thriving here at The Children’s Home.

James has always felt like he had purpose in life. Well-liked, he has a good reputation at school and in the community. 
He’s driven and takes initiative, but even with all that potential and drive, James knows it would have been an extremely 
difficult and lonely struggle to try to make it on his own. Now, he doesn’t have to – we’re fighting that battle with him. 
Just like we’ll battle alongside every single one of  our kids.

There is a trend in Texas of  kids who are close to graduation needing placement. Foster homes typically take younger children, and 
there are very few placement options for older teens from CPS. For many teens, their choices are limited to being placed far from 

home or leaving care altogether. The Children’s Home intentionally advocates for these kids.

It has long been reported that kids who leave care early are singularly unsuccessful: a high percentage don’t finish high 

school, many become homeless and a large number end up in correctional facilities, often because they resort to doing whatever they can to survive.

These young people at 17 and 18 are still kids. While they may feel ready to tackle the world, there is a huge gap of  knowledge and much they 

still need help with. For those who remain in a place with structure and support, the success rate increases dramatically.

09p.
How has it made a difference to be at The 

Children’s Home? Just having a roof and food 
to eat every day – that’s a real blessing. And 
houseparents to look to for guidance instead 
of trying to figure it all out on my own... I know 
how it feels to be homeless – it takes a lot just 
to get up each day... then to try to go make 
something of yourself – it’s hard. Here, instead 
of just trying to survive, you can do something 
with your life.

They meet your physical needs, but more than 
that. They are trying to see you all the way 
through – they really want to help you be the 
best person you can be. They’re actually trying 
to be a family.

When you have to live like a piece of paper-
work (like at a shelter or on the streets), it can 
steal a lot of your value. You feel like no one 
will ever care. To erase that mentality from 
someone can change their whole emotional 
drive and their state of mind. Now, instead 
of just living for me and only me, I can 
care about others. If these people care for 
me when I can’t do anything for them in 
return, then they truly care. 

This place captures the spirit of the 
Gospel, and it just keeps spreading 
and spreading and ultimately makes 
the world a better place.

                - James, age 17

* names have been changed

to restore the identity  OF CHILDREN so they can realize their great value and be a blessing to others  
      - THE CHILDREN ’S  HOME  mission statement
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to restore the identity  of children SO THEY CAN REALIZE THEIR GREAT VALUE and be a blessing to others  
      - THE CHILDREN ’S  HOME  mission statement

* name has been changed

WE EXPLORE
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For many kids in care, the ultimate dream is to return home – to no longer be part of  the system, to be a 
normal kid. For all that we do to make The Children’s Home family and to give our kids as much normalcy as 
possible, there are limitations, rules and regulations we must follow and situations that are most decidedly not 
part of  a typical teen life.

Christine* was presented with that “ultimate dream.” She knew that going home was on the horizon for her, 
and as tempting as it was, she decided to go to court and tell the judge she wanted to stay at The Children’s 
Home. It was a tough decision, but one she was confident in. “I had to think about what would be best for 
me, and what wouldn’t be good for me.”

What Christine felt would serve her best interest was the continued support system available to her at The 
Children’s Home. “I have people here who stand behind me, like with my decision to accept God. They 
support me, and they’re there to listen when I need them. I can talk to them – they help me evaluate my 
situation and make good decisions.”

I’ve grown more patient with people since I’ve been here, and I’m learning to communicate better. I’ve 

learned that I’m beautiful, and I’m worth it and that I have meaning in this lifetime. I really love it here. 

It’s my home. 

Christine felt sure that returning to her former home would mean returning to old habits and old patterns of  
doing things. She believes too much in her potential and in herself  to put her future in jeopardy.

We are excited to be playing a role in Christine’s life – to have a hand in restoring her identity, changing her 
path and changing her future.

We asked Christine about her future, and want you to hear her thoughts in her own words:

Where do you see your life in 2 years if you had gone back home?
I’d probably be addicted to drugs... have a couple of kids...

Where do you see your life in 2 years, having made the decision to stay at The Children’s Home?
I want to graduate high school and become a counselor or a pediatrician. I don’t want to work in fast food all 
my life... I want a good job. I hope I can come back here and work someday – be a therapist or something.
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It was a terrible, horrible, no good, very bad day, and that says a lot, because Vivian* was at 
work, and she LOVES  working at Chick-fil-a – she loves her co-workers, she loves the busy-
ness, she loves the challenge and the action. But today – she wished today could just be over. 
She was working drive-through – it’s normally her favorite position, but today it was more 
than a struggle. She couldn’t figure out why things were going so wrong, but everything that 
could, was.

Once again, a car came through the drive-through, and there was something wrong with the 
order. Vivian struggled to keep a smile on her face and a positive attitude as she apologized 
and fixed it. She remade their drinks to be fresh, gave them their receipts, wished them a good 
evening and went on to finish out the rest of  that disappointing, difficult day.

Then, as she was cleaning up after closing, a miracle happened, and her whole evening turned 
around. Vivian’s manager told her about a couple with a messed-up order who was so 
impressed with how she had handled the situation, they texted him to let him know they 
appreciated her – that she had “done Chick-fil-a proud.” Suddenly, it wasn’t such a bad day 
after all – suddenly the moon shone a little brighter and the discouragements of  the day 
melted away.

In the middle of  her frustrations that evening, Vivian had blessed someone in their own 
frustrating moment, and they had, in return, redeemed her day. They had given her a gift to 
treasure – a memory of  the good that can come through the next inevitable terrible, horrible, 
no good, very bad day.

Time is redeemed when you make the most of your life by fulfill ing God’s purposes. 

  – Elizabeth George

* name has been changed

WE DO
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to restore the identity  of children so they can realize their great value AND BE A BLESSING TO OTHERS  
      - THE CHILDREN ’S  HOME  mission statement
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How long has Zachry been connected with The Children’s Home?

Our involvement with The Children’s Home really started last year – one of  our employees whose mother works 

at The Children’s Home introduced us.  We have a care team with representatives from each group that manages 

our charitable efforts from year to year. Every year we do various charitable efforts and volunteer for large 

national groups like MS, but I also like to get the employees involved in something in the community – something 

that really impacts lives where we feel it and see it.  

How did you originally get involved?

The first thing we did was a cookout. We brought food and 20 or so volunteers to hang out. We cooked, served 

and played games. We spent 2 or 3 hours hanging out with the kids. We’d like to do a cookout like that every year. 

Right now, our only exposure is the Christmas light decorating and lighting party, and we’ll do Race the Trails. 

I’d like to be involved more... I was thinking we could do bowling with the kids – split up into kid/adult teams. It 

could be a lot of  fun, and we would really get to know the kids.

And you have one of our kids as an intern?

Yes - Arnie (Padilla, Community Outreach Coordinator) told me he had a student who is inclined to science and 

math and might be interested in what we do. She’s been coming every week and working on a project for us – 

she’s very energetic and cheerful, just as much now as the first day she came in. 

There are alot of  kids who come and say, “I want to be an electrical engineer... I want to be a structural 

engineer... but they’re just 16, and they don’t really know. It’s our responsibility to bring them in here and expose 

them to different types of  engineering so they can make a more educated decision for their future.

What is it that you like about serving at The Children’s Home?

I like the personal contact – the direct involvement with the kids. Whether my employees know it or not, we can 

work, we can play, we can have our own family unit – but what really rounds us out, what really makes us satisfied 

is doing something for someone else and not expecting anything in return. That’s what completes us as people. 

Giving an employee a chance to make a difference in the community makes them a different employee – it makes 

them a very well-balanced, happy person.

THE CHILDREN’S  HOME        myrootsand wings.org
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We are treasure chests W I T H  MORE JEWELS I N S I D E  than we can imagine.
                 - Ifeanyi Enoch Onuoha a
n
dQ A:

       with Steve Carder,   
Director of Operations - Amarillo Design Center of Zachry Group

Since 1924, individuals associated with The Children’s Home have been those who see the problem and find a way to 
be involved in the solution. We consist of those who make the world a better place. Thank you Steve and Zachry 
Group for partnering with us to fulfill our mission.



TO  RESTORE  T H E  I D E N T I T Y  O F  CH I LDREN . . .

THE CHILDREN ’S  HOME        myrootsand wings.org

 since 1924
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Restoration is tricky. At different times in our life, each of  us has found ourselves daydreaming for it in 
our own lives. We desire it to be a smooth process that crescendos in happiness and overnight success, 
often initiated by an unforeseen outside force. However we rarely pursue restoration because in reality 
it tends to be a long arc more characterized by suffering, struggle and weakness than by a surprise gift.  

If  you want to see this process of  restoration come visit our campus. Behind scenes of  adults outside 
playing flag football, learning “hip hop aerobics” with the kids, and the campus participating in 

“couch to 5k” together, are hours of  long talks at the dinner table and daily conversations 
exploring identity. You will see adults earning the right to speak into the lives of  kids 

in an attempt to communicate each child’s great value – often for the first time in a 
child’s life. You will see tears and laughter, late nights and struggle where adults 

are recognizing and developing the great talents and character hidden deep in 
our kids. We believe our kids are amazing and want them to be the best versions 

of  themselves they can be. This is what we do.

True restoration is life changing. It means you are different, your view of  the 
world and how it works is different and you begin to live a life that is better, 
never wanting to return to the old.  At The Children’s Home we call this 
generational change. 

Without restoration the cycle stays the same… with it the possibili-
ties are endless. Our kids are becoming a blessing not only to their 
families, each other and us, but also to the entire community. It is a 
privilege to spend time with “Children’s Home kids”.  Thank you 
for being a community that values restoring kids’ identities so they 
will understand their great value and be a blessing to others.   

Thanks for loving kids,

A WORD  FROM THE PRESIDENT

3400 S . BOWIE, AMARILLO, TX 79109-4997

THE CHILDREN ’S  HOME
a organization

a publication of  the Presbyterian Home for Children

Darrin Murphy M.A.B.C., President of The Children’s Home


